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Like all of our calendars, this calendar offers you the opportunity to hang a new image every
month. Keep track of the year in style!

About the AuthorSusan Branch was born in Southern California but calls her 1849 home on the
Massachusetts island of Martha's Vineyard her ""heart magnet"" because she was drawn to
New England from childhood and loved it before she laid eyes on it. She finally moved there in
her early 30's, no longer ""able to live without four seasons and white picket fences as everyday
architecture."" She is the oldest of eight children and inspired by ""almost everything."" Her hand-
lettered and watercolored Heart of the Home series of books are a reflection of the things she
loves to celebrate, the home-arts of cooking, gardening, homemaking, family, best friends,
entertaining, and the little things that make life sweet. Her newest book, A FINE ROMANCE ~
Falling in Love with the English Countryside, is a diary of her two-month jaunt through the back
roads of England in search of her literary and artistic roots. It's filled with the little details, both in
words and pictures, that readers have grown to love in Susan's books.
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Elaine Pennington, “Please keep producing this size Calendar!. This large Calendar size works
great!! However, finding one in physical stores like I usually do was a problem in Nov & Dec so I
finally gave up and ordered one from Amazon. I find it beneficial to have each month of the year
grouped in the top right corner of each month, as well as the Note area to write - which is placed
below it. The daily squares are a nice size so there's no problem making brief notations on the
individual days if needed.Instead of keeping it on my Desk - I prefer to hang it on the Wall in front
of my Desk. I definitely find this Calendar an asset, & for me - it's better than many other items
available that are intended to keep various info handy.Susan Branch - thank you very much for
creating this product!”

TBee, “Beautiful, Fun and Whimsical Desk Calendar. I Love Susan Branch and her products.
Her desk blotters have been on my desk every year for many years. They are beautiful, fun and
whimsical. The paper is heavy and a nice quality. The calendar has clear plastic corners which
holds the pages in place and I've never had them tear throughout the year.Here is a tip for you if
you are a scrapbooker or hand write letters. The pages are to beautiful to throw away at the end
of each month, so cut out the cute pictures and the note sections on the side to use as
stationary and the little cute pictures make cute stickers to seal the envelopes. That way you can
re-purpose her beautiful work.”

SusanManke, “What a sweet calendar!. Always a welcome addition to our home. My daughter
loves Susan Branch and so do I. Such sweet and wonderful things are scattered the days of the
week throughout the calendar. My favorite so far is the note saying today , visit your local quilt
shop. Being a quilter, I found that sweet and inspiring! Little notes are everywhere. Susan has
such a talent with drawing and making things special. When the years is over, this is one
calender that will NOT be tossed....but kept to look thru over and over!”

kcl, “Beautiful size calender. Perfect condition. I have been buying these for 5+ years now. I
intend to keep buying them.”

Cjv, “Regular size calendar- always a staple. A must for my kitchen every year ! This is the full
size calendar based on the price I thought it could be the mini which I have at work. Further I the
product description they indicate a thinner paper was accidentally used which may explain the
cheaper price. The quality is still very good and marker won't bleed into the next page. We are
already enjoying the months looking forward to using it next year.”

Gina Miller, “These have the BEST illustrations, quips & quotes. These have the BEST
illustrations, quips & quotes! The space for writing in your daily appointments, birthdays, etc. is
great. This year, the paper is a bit flimsier, or thinner than years before, but I still LOVE Susan



Branch, so I still bought 2. One for me, one for a gift.”

Candi Okada, “If you love Susan Branch's artwork. If you love Susan Branch's artwork, you'll
enjoy this calendar. I am using it as a desk blotter and it makes me smile every time I sit down.
The paper is medium weight and it's so convenient to have view of the month right in front of
you.  I'll certainly buy one again for next year if it is available.”

Critter Queen, “Beautiful & Sweet. It arrived quickly, in perfect condition, but the shipping
package was too large. Miraculously it was not crumpled! As with all her previous works this
calendar is sweet and beautiful. The paper is not of the usual thick quality but I believe the price
this year was adjusted due to the printer's error. I believe next year I will get 2!”

Mrs. Tanya M. Curtis, “... was bought for my youngest daughter she loves the beautiful pictures &
phrases on the calendar she is over .... This mini calendar was bought for my youngest daughter
she loves the beautiful pictures & phrases on the calendar she is over the moon with it . Would
recommend this calendar for anyone who is a follower / fan of Susan Branch .The calendar was
well packaged & arrived within the time frame”

christine thomas, “Five Stars. Great love having my new one each year”

JD, “A must have. love everything by Susan....beautiful”

M. J. Adams, “and good quality paper when writing on it. Lovely ilustrations,and good quality
paper when writing on it.”

Julie, “I love them. The artwork is beautiful. This is my third calendar from Susan Branch. I love
them. The artwork is beautiful.”

The book by Susan Branch has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 211 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 416 pages
Item Weight: 1.01 pounds
Dimensions: 17.5 x 0.5 x 22.1 inches
Calendar: 28 pages
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